The **Indo-German Partnership** (IGP) project is organizing a week-long "**Winter School**" in India where you will learn about governance of water-related crises.

TUM Master's students and doctoral candidates will have the opportunity to witness capacity building at a local level, for developing sustainable environmental solutions through the **CANALPY** initiative of IIT Bombay and the Kerala state government.

**Program details:**
- Online lectures in December and a trip to India for a week (from December 17-23, 2022)
- Sessions with distinguished faculty of IIT Bombay and TUM as well as a field trip to the **Kuttanad region** of Kerala in southern India
- Participants will receive an **IGP mobility grant** for accommodation and travel cost
- Possibility of getting **2 ECTS** for the Winter School by agreement with the program manager

**What you need to do:**
Send your updated **resume**, latest **academic transcripts** and a **motivation statement** (1 page) explaining how this winter school will benefit you in your study program.

Send the above info to **igp@tum.de**

**Application deadline:** **October 16, 2022.**

*To know more, scan the QR code*